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Our club stand at the NEC Practical Classics Restoration Show.. Kev Ward’s 1200S Coupe, 
Phil Hart’s 1000 Rallye 2 and, below, Dick Husband’s ‘barn find’ ’54 Aronde 9………..  

              



Photos from the Practical Classics Classic and Restoration Show 31 March to 2nd April 2017….. Mick 
Ward  
 

Some photos in this issue thanks to facebook groups Simca Rallye & Coupe, SIMCA Norge, Simca 
Club America and SIMCA Club Nederlands magazine Simcarama……………….  
 

Phil Hart’s race prepared Rallye 2, My road R2 
below. 

Ade Brannan’s low, wide Chrysler Horizon…  

    
Daniel Husband’s late P60 Aronde 

 
MATRAs next door… Rancho disabled 
conversion

Bagheera in bits..!!!  & Murena
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www.simcatalbotclub.org                                            access our forum from there. 
 

SIMCA Club UK membership matters use email   simca.talbot.uk@gmail.com                                 3 

Editorial..     March-April 
2017…..  

As we look towards Spring and Summer 
and various outdoor events, we have just 
attended our first indoor one of the 
season.  The Practical Classics Classic and 
Restoration Show at the NEC Birmingham 
saw huge interest in our six cars on display 
ranging from a 1954 Aronde 9 to an early 
Chrysler badged Horizon.  A report and 
photos appear in this issue.  

In line with events to give your ‘club’ car 
an outing, details of various Forthcoming 
events can be found in this issue.  David 
Chapman has supplied further 
information on Wythall Transport 
Museum, the venue for our 2017 
‘National Meeting.  

David has also sent in a ‘period’ piece on 
the Talbot Tagora where, despite its 
eventual dismal sales performance 
compared well compared with its rivals in 
the market sector.  

Colin Hill and Alexis Zaregradsky have sent 
photos and write about a Samba and an 
Horizon that have met the crusher but 
their parts live on keeping others on the 
road.  

Alexis also keeps us informed of early 
season events featuring ‘club’ cars in 
France.  

The early model SIMCA 1000 is the 
subject of a 1965 used car buyer’s guide 
sent in by Guy Maylam.                                                     
Solara fans are catered for with an early 
80’s road test from a Marshal Cavendish 
‘on the Road’ partwork.  

I have included details on Weekend and 
longer breaks planned by our friends at  

the MATRA Enthusiasts Club which our 
club members are invited to join them in.  
the Lake District and the areas they are 
visiting.                                                          
We’ve appeared in print recently… In the 
show guide for the NEC restoration Show, 
the ‘Club News’ section had half a page 
with photos entitled ‘Sporty SIMCAs’ 
…from the press release I sent in.  I’ve just 
got the May 2017 issue of ‘Classic Van and 
Pickup’ and it features the restoration job 
on my 1100 Pickup with loads of photos, 
most of which have appeared in L’Aronde’ 
over the years.   Classic Car Weekly had 
photos of Kev Ward’s 1200S coupe and 
Dick Husband’s ‘barn find’ 1954 Aronde 9 
in their report on the NEC Restoration 
Show.                                                           
Mick Ward                                                  
Tel. 01246 200045  /  07713111339      
Email   scukmick@aol.com   

    
Articles on your cars, restorations, tips 
and cures for common problems, sources 
of parts, SIMCA/Talbot stories always 
welcome for L’Aronde……      Ed.   

All this plus news & photos of club cars at 
events past & present…………….. 

http://www.simcatalbotclub.org/
mailto:simca.talbot.uk@gmail.com
mailto:scukmick@aol.com
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SSiimmccaa  CClluubb  UUKK………… Directory  
 Reformed by Bob Friendship in 1980 as the Simca Aronde Owners Register, later the Simca 
Owners Register.     Now also incorporating the   Talbot (1979-1986)  Owners’ Register  
Website        www.simcatalbotclub.org  
 
Committee and technical advisors…… 
 
President and Aronde Advisor    Dick Husband  Unit 5, Spring Gardens Ind Estate, 
Whitland, Carmarthen, SA34 0HZ,  tel. 07785 595221,   Dick.Husband@btinternet.com  
  
Vice President,  Archivist, Vedette Advisor and Events Co-ordinator.Guy Maylam. 67 Longmeads, 
Rusthall, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, TN3 0AU      Tel. 01892 538598         Email guymaylam@aol.com  
 
Membership Secretary ……Daniel Husband, 5 Grange Road, Hartshill, Nuneaton, Warwickshire, 
CV10 OSS,   Tel 07904341819   Email  simca.talbot.uk@gmail.com  
 
Secretary  David Chapman  18 Cavendish Gardens, Redhill, Surrey, RH1 4AQ,      Tel. 01737 765331       
Email  dn_chapman@tiscali.co.uk  
 
Treasurer and Advisor for 13/1501  Edward Martley, 8 Rye Close, Banbury, Oxfordshire, OX16 
1XG, Tel. 01295 255173  Email  emartley@talktalk.net  ;;;;;;;; NOTE CHANGE OF EMAIL   
 
Auditor  Philip Ewan, 8 Wycherley Avenue, Linthorpe, Middlesbrough, Cleveland, Ts5 5HH, Tel. 
01642 818926  Email philipewan28@gmail.com  
  
Magazine Editor &Competition/Modifications Advisor   Mick Ward, 96 Newbold Back Lane, 
Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S40 4HQ   Tel. 01246 200045 Email   scukmick@aol.com  
 
Associate Editors & Advisor for 1100/1204 & MATRA Bagheera (Kevin)   Kevin  & Lesley Ward, 
11 Belfit Drive, Wingerworth, Chesterfield S42 6UP.   01246 278508   kev.ward1204@btinternet.com  
 
Advisor for MATRA cars other than Bagheera   Clive Nelson, 4 Maplewood Close, Larchwood, 
Totton, Hants SO40 8WH,  Tel. 02380 867804    Email   clive@automatra.co.uk  
 
Advisor for Chrysler 180  & 2 Litre & 1300/1500  Stuart Wade, Forge Stones, Heath Road, 
Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, ME17 4HS, Tel. 01622 746581 Email    V8stu@aol.com   
 
Advisor for Alpine/Solara & Horizon    Colin  Hill  The Old Mill Cottage, Dallinghoo Road, 
Bredfield, Woodbridge, IP13 6BD Tel. 01473  737325  mobile  07510180574   colihill@hotmail.com  
 
Advisor for Samba   David Chapman (as above Re.Secretary ) 
 
Advisor for 1000, Rallye & 1000/1200S coupes Phil Hart,  10 Rectory Way,  Stilton, Peterborough, 
PE7 3XS  Tel 01733 242242 Email  philhartsr3@talk21.net  
       
Advisor for Tagora    Colin Hill (as above Re. Alpine/Solara & Horizon)  
 
Advisor for Sunbeam & Lotus   Marcus Maylam,  79 Culm Lea, Stoneyford, Cullompton, Devon 
EX15 1NJ, Tel. 07771 591366….Email   marcus.maylam@btinternet.com  
 
Press Officer   Mick Ward (as above re. Magazine Editor etc.) 
  
MATRA Club magazine editor & contact   Philip Owen  philipjowen@yahoo.co.uk  
                                  
 
The views expressed in articles or letters in L’Aronde are not necessarily the views of the 
committee of Simca Club UK. 
No responsibility will be accepted for loss, damage or injury arising in the consequence of 
anyone acting on information contained in this publication. 
 

http://www.simcatalbotclub.org/
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mailto:guymaylam@aol.com
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Services, parts suppliers and Sales& Wants 
 
Angel Motors…………………………….             Dick Husband is now at Unit 5, Spring Gardens Industrial Estate, 
Whitland, Carmarthen, SA34 0HZ.  He will increasingly be able to supply spares without the distraction of 
running the MoT and garage part of his business which he has discontinued.                                                   
Dick.husband@btinternet.com    01994 241722 or 07785 595221 

TALBOT…….. Exhaust systems / windscreens / gear change rods /driveshafts /water pumps /alternators / 
starters /service items plus many bits you thought you couldn’t get again, and free advice on these 
models…… Contact   COLIN HILL ………………………… Horizon / Alpine /Solara spares /servicing / recovery   
01437 737325 or 07510180574  colihill@hotmail.com                     also for Talbot stickers  

GUY MAYLAM can supply new old stock parts for most SIMCA, Talbot & Chrysler models……………………….. 
guymaylam@aol.com  or tel. 07801 187131  

KEVIN WARD can supply parts with particular emphasis on MATRA-SIMCA Bagheera and SIMCA 1100 
items. Contact him on 01246 278508 or email  kev.ward1204@btinternet.com  

  

CARS & PARTS FOR SALE and WANTED……………………… 

Wanted Set of 5.5x13 steel wheels as fitted to base model MATRA-SIMCA Bagheeras and the 200 or so 
Bagheera S sold new in the UK.   Contact Daniel Burrowes on Daniel.burrowes@hotmail.com  

Mick Ward still has some of the Samba NOS parts advertised in previous issues of L’Aronde.  Email  
scukmick@aol.com  or phone 01246 200045 for current stock..    Also some Alpine/Solara brake pads and 
ball joints.  

Andrew Turner is working on getting his 1982 Samba LS he acquired from an elderly relative back on the 
road.  He is based in Plymouth, Devon and asks if there is anyone with Sambas or knowledge of them 
reasonably local to him he could contact for advice and maybe parts…………….  Contact Andy on email   
turner.a@hotmail.com  or tel. 07832 302026   

WANTED…. SIMCA 1000 parts.  Good doors, rear engine lid, RHD Rallye dash…… or contacts re. source of 
these parts.     Wayne Parkinson    email   wayne.parkinson@btopenworld.com  

                                                                                        5  
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Forthcoming events………………. 2017                                         6  

Rancho 40th Anniversary Celebration, MATRA museum Romorantin, 13 & 14th 
May…. Contact Clive Nelson (see Directory page) for more information. 

SIMCA Club France 16th National Meeting, Chateau de Castries (34160) France 
25th to 28th May.    See www.simcaclubfrance.fr  for more information.             And, unfortunately on the same 
weekend……………….   
SIMCA Racing Team meeting, Flagey Echezeaux, Dijon 27 & 28th May…………    
This is the ‘Mecca’ for rear engine SIMCA enthusiasts and is the last meeting at this venue.  I have the info on the 
event which I can email…… Ed.  

50 years of the SIMCA 1100 celebration at Glebe farm, Boughton Monchelsea, Kent….. 
at the home of Stuart Wade and Guy Maylam’s collection they are proposing an ‘open day’ for SIMCA, MATRA & 
Talbot cars, among the ‘club’ cars there hoping to get as many as possible of the remaining SIMCA 1100s lined up 
alongside their own examples of this model. .. hopefully the biggest gathering of this model ever in this country.  All 
SIMCA, MATRA, Chrysler & Talbot cars and enthusiasts welcome.  Bring a picnic or there are pubs nearby.  Tea & 
coffee facilities available on site.    The date is Sunday 11th June.  For those who haven’t attended events there 
before.. contact Stuart Wade or Guy Maylam for directions etc.  (contact details on Directory page) 

Santa Pod Retro Show, Sunday 18th June, Santa Pod Raceway……     
We have a stand there as usual.  Massive show with the opportunity to simply show off your car and/or chance to give 
it a go on the drag strip if you wish and a free autotest competition. ……… info from Mick Ward… Ed 

SIMCA Club UK ‘national’ meeting Wythall Transport museum, 9th July 
the museum is at Church Lane, Wythall, Worcs, B47 6JX.  It has an extensive collection of buses and other vehicles and 
is a regular venue for car club events.  More information from David Chapman on next pages   www.wythall.org.uk  

Retro-Rides Gathering 2017, Shelsley Walsh Hillclimb, 20th August….. 
We have a club stand there. There is the chance to give your car a run up the hill.  This is bookable on forum 
www.retrorides.org  nearer the time.  I managed to get my racing 1000 invited as a guest car at the 2016 event and 
got runs up there all day.  More info as it becomes available from Mick Ward… Ed.   

MATRA Club Scottish Tour 8 to 15th September…… to include Jedburgh castle & jail, Abbey and Mary 
Queen of Scots museum.  Roslyn Chapel & the Falkirk Wheel, Stirling Castle, Falls of Clyde at New Lanark & Gas 
works/Albion Motors Museum in Biggar.  Lead mine museum at Wanlockhead & Drumlanrig castle at Thornhill.  Samye 
Ling Monastery at Eskdalemiur & the Devils Porridge at Eastriggs 

 Accommodation…… Friday 8th   Holiday Inn Darlington A1 Scotch Corner  01748 850900 enquiries@hidarlington.co.uk  

Saturday 9 to Wednesday 13th …. The Moffat House Hotel, Dumfriesshire, 5 nights leaving Thursday 14th Sept.  It is a 
Best Western Hotel with a good car Park at the front… 01683 220039  reception@moffathouse.co.uk  (Zoe) 

Thursday 14th …. Ecclefechan Hotel…01576 300213  ecclefechanhotel@hotmail.com  

Please confirm your reservations quoting Greig Dalgleish or MATRA Enthusiasts Club and let him know on email 
greig.dal@btinternet.com and, if anyone wishes to stay at other hotels please make your own arrangements but let 
us know…………………  

The MATRA club have a Lake District Meeting planned….. more information to follow..  
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Introducing the Transport Museum Wythall, venue for our National Rally 
Sunday 9 July 2017.  Chapel Lane, Wythall, Worcestershire B47 6JX 
 
This museum is the home of many classic Midlands preserved buses. You will be 
able to see some of the vehicles that were around when our Midlands-built cars 
(Alpine, Solara and Horizon) were new. 
There are three halls to visit: 
 
Hall 1 The Power Hall 
This is the exhibition hall which shows how public transport enabled people to 
venture away from their home towns and villages, plus how buses were 
developed and built. You will be able to see a bus chassis as well as many 
complete vehicles. 
 
Hall 2 Battery Electric vehicles 
Unique to Wythall is the largest collection of electric vehicles, such as milk floats, 
in the country. 
 
Hall 3 Mr Shire’s Garage 
This is the home to the operational buses, where volunteers restore and maintain 
the collection. If you though restoring a Simca or Talbot was a challenge, look at 
what is involved in restoring a bus. 
 
Other attractions 
There is a picnic area and a café where teas, coffees and snacks can be 
purchased. At the back of the café is an extensive shop, devoted not just to 
buses but other forms of transport. 
 
Classic bus ride 
It is hoped to provide a traditional double deck bus for a tour of the local area on 
the day. Please let me know if you would like to take part so we can judge the 
demand. Either email me on dn_chapman@tiscali.co.uk or call on 07764 
191744. 
 
Location 
Wythall is on the A435 Alcester to Birmingham road, near to M42 Junction 3. If 
approaching via the M42, head towards Birmingham as far as the first island 
(Becketts Restaurant). Turn left and the Museum is signposted from there. 
Please see accompanying map. 
 
Parking and Admission 
Club members will have a dedicated parking area on the day. Please see me or 
a member of Wythall staff for directions if needed. Admission for Club members 
will be £3.50 (normally £4.00). 
 
I look forward to seeing you on 9 July.                              7 
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Talbot Tagora – best executive car of its day?         by David Chapman 
 
The other week I realised that it is now 25 years since I bought a Talbot Tagora. They were not 
exactly common then, with around 8 in the Club. A quarter of a century later and I believe there 
only 3 known to the Club in the UK. Probably because they are so rare, there has long been a 
tendency, even among our Club members, to view them somewhat critically. But my own car, a 
GLS automatic, I thought was excellent, in many ways the best Talbot I ever owned. So I thought 
it would be interesting to remind ourselves what people thought of the Tagora when it first 
appeared. Both Autocar and Motor tested it and generally rated it highly, apart from the very poor 
ventilation. I think some time back we reproduced one of those tests in L’Aronde. However, 
rooting through my old motoring back numbers, I found a more revealing test in the July 1981 
issue of What Car? magazine. Not only did the staff of the magazine review the car, they also 
selected five potential buyers and pitched the Tagora against four established executive cars: the 
Rover 2300, Ford Granada, Renault 20 and Opel Commodore. These were all competent 
vehicles, but to my surprise the magazine thought the Tagora was the best saloon, with the Rover 
the choice if you wanted a hatchback. 
 
Below is the majority of the article including some background on the development of the Tagora 
which I hope you find of interest. 
 
Talbot Tagora and its rivals 
 
The first wholly new Talbot since the company’s takeover by Peugeot may come as something of 
a surprise since it is a big car, launched when sales of these are declining – and it competes 
directly with Peugeot’s own 604 model. 
 
But it must say something for the design of the Talbot Tagora that the project was not shelved 
when Peugeot took over the ailing European arm of Chrysler in the autumn of 1978. For Peugeot, 
with high hopes from their freshly-announced but directly comparable medium/large 505 saloon, 
were faced with a difficult decision over the future of Chrysler’s C9 big car project, already at an 
advanced state of development at the time of the takeover. The alternative was to cancel the 
project outright, to allow it to compete more or less directly with the 505, or, as was decided, to 
alter it subtly so as to move it into a slightly different market sector. Accordingly, the car which 
was originally intended as a Cortina class replacement for Chryslers ageing 2 Litre saloon was re-
engineered, using many Peugeot mechanical components, as a significantly larger vehicle 
designed to meet the Granada head on in the then expanding executive car sector. 
 
It was widely expected that Peugeot/Renault/Citroen’s two litre Douvrin engine would serve as 
the basic power plant for the Tagora, so it came as a surprise when the car appeared at the Paris 
Salon in 1980 with a choice of either a 2.2 litre development of Chrysler’s old two litre, the 2.6 litre 
PRV V6 or the 2.3 litre Turbo diesel, also featured in the 604 and a key factor in halting the slide 
in Peugeot’s big car sales. 
 
Here we compare the one up from basic Tagora, the 2.2 Litre GLS five speed, with its avowed 
Granada opponent, and add executive class competition from the 6 cylinder Opel Commodore. 
No comparison of directors’ cars would be complete without the Rover which in the UK market 
actually heads the Granada on sales, and as this is an area of the market where top range 
versions of cheaper models compete with more basic variants of larger cars, we are including the 
latest in the Renault 20 range – the 20TX, now up to 2.2 litres and well qualified for success in the 
executive sphere. 
 
To add further authenticity to our five car match we invited a group of five business executives – 
all in the market for cars of this calibre – to examine the rival models and to record their 
comments after a varied and demanding drive.                                                                    9 
 



The cars 
The most important of the changes made to the Tagora range following Peugeot’s acquisition 
was a stretch in the wheelbase, bringing the car into line with the big executive norm of around 
110 inches – fractionally greater than the Granada and comfortably longer than the Renault and 
Opel. The Renault is the shortest overall, too, the other cars ranging between 15ft and 15ft 5in. 
 
Apart from its rather surprising choice of the oldish two litre engine as its staple powerplant, the 
Tagora follows conventional big car engineering practice. The 2155cc Chrysler engine’s 113 bhp 
are fed via a Peugeot five speed gearbox to the semi-trailing arm independent rear axle, also of 
Peugeot origin. The MacPherson strut front suspension and power assisted rack and pinion 
steering are likewise taken from Peugeot parts bins, as are elements of the disc-drum braking 
system. 
 
The Tagora GLS on test is expected to be the principal seller and priced at £8599 it comes with 
power steering, five speed transmission, electric front windows and central door locking. 
Automatic transmission will be available, as will be the more expensive V6 SX and the DT Turbo 
diesel model (sadly the diesel was never available in the UK). The GL, lacking many of the up-
market features of the GLS, is the cheapest of the Tagoras, priced at £6916. 
 
The Tagora’s most direct marketplace rival is, of course, the Ford Granada. Closest to the 
Tagora’s £8599 price tag is the 2.3 litre V6 engined Granada GL costing £8721 and equipped 
with power steering, sunroof and central door locking. The pushrod V6 gives 114 bhp and 
transmission is via a four speed gearbox to the independently-sprung rear axle, broadly similar to 
the Talbot’s in design. Front suspension is by wishbones and coil springs and steering is by 
powered rack and pinion. The 2.3 GL is just one of a very broad range of Granadas stretching 
from £6522 to £11,539. 
 
Available in only two different versions is the Opel Commodore saloon. It too, has a front engine 
driving the rear wheels, the 2.5 litre 115 bhp straight six being the biggest, if not the most 
powerful of the group. Gearbox is four speed, with the option of overdrive or automatic, and the 
live rear axle is located by a coil-sprung five-link arrangement. The £8120 price tag includes 
power assistance for the recirculating ball steering but little else in the way of luxury equipment. 
The Commodore is mechanically identical to the Vauxhall Viceroy, both models being based on 
the four cylinder Rekord/Carlton model. 
 
The hatchback configuration of the Rover and Renault give them a very different profile: the 
Rover is mechanically conventional, with a front mounted engine driving the rear wheels. 
Suspension is independent at the front by MacPherson struts, with a coil-sprung live axle at the 
rear. The 123bhp 2300 S on test is the better equipped of the two smallest-engined Rover 
variants, and at £8199 has power steering as standard, though our car’s five speed transmission 
adds a further £234 to the bill. Like the Opel, the Rover 2300 is a straight six, though the car is a 
stronger seller in its more powerful 2600 six and 3500 V8 forms. 
 
Renault’s large hatchback has always been available in two-litre 20TS and 2.6 litre V6 30TS/TX 
forms; the new 2.2 litre, four cylinder 20TX tested goes some way towards bridging the gap 
between the two model lines. The TX’s enlarged overhead camshaft engine gives – like most of 
the others in this test – 115 bhp, but is unusual in that it drives the front wheels. Transmission is 
five speed, suspension is all-independent, and power steering, electric windows and central 
locking are included in the £7677 price. 
 
Performance 
A relatively small and humbly derived four cylinder engine in a distinctly large and luxurious body 
would lead one to expect the Tagora to be somewhat underpowered, but just the opposite proves 
to be the case. The long-standing overhead cam Chrysler unit has a sweetness and liveliness out 
of all proportion to its age and technical specification.                                                  10 



 
It has a very good spread of power, and at low speeds it is pleasantly tractable and surprisingly 
quiet and refined. A light, quick and precise five speed gearbox further adds to the feeling of 
smoothness and sophistication under everyday driving conditions. However, it is at higher rpm 
that the Tagora engine loses sum of its gloss. Though the Tagora’s overall gearing is quite high, 
the engine’s spread of power is such that little gearchanging is necessary. 
 
Fifth can happily be used in crowded traffic conditions, but to maintain high motorway speeds in 
the face of headwinds or upgrades a drop into fourth is necessary. This gear also provides the 
Tagora with its top speed of 104 mph. 100 being the practical maximum in the heavily overdriven 
fifth. 
 
With its two litre engine now given a useful 200cc capacity boost, Renault’s 20 now becomes one 
of the best performers in this class. In typical Renault fashion, gearing is on the low side, but 
despite the two shifts necessary before 60 mph, this mark is reached in just 10.8 sec – 
substantially better than any of the six cylinder cars. Though the five speed gearbox compares 
unfavourably with the Talbot’s for speed and precision of operation, the ratios are close set and 
make for enjoyable fast driving. 
 
The performance of the six cylinder cars is, by comparison, something of a disappointment. The 
Opel is lighter than the Talbot, but despite the handsome capacity advantage of its big straight six 
it feels old fashioned and sluggish unless wound up hard. It is smooth, quiet and flexible however, 
though the heavy four speed transmission is ponderous in use. The Commodore’s merely 
average 0-60 mph time of 11.3 sec is exactly matched by the Granada, benefiting from a better 
gearchange and an engine recently boosted in power from 108 to 114bhp. However, with the 
increase in power has come a reduction in refinement and smoothness – previously outstanding 
on the small V6 – and the Granada is now quite noisy at speed. 
 
Few would expect an engine of a mere 2350cc to provide the big Rover saloon with breathtaking 
performance. The ohc straight six is powerful for its capacity and has good, clean mid-range 
power, providing the 2300S with respectable acceleration once on the move. But excessively high 
gearing tends to mask the basically good work done by the engine, making the big car feel 
sluggish from a standing start and unresponsive unless driven hard. 
 
Although there is no getting away from the fact that the Rover loses out on acceleration and 
general liveliness, its good aerodynamic shape gives it the best top speed (110 mph, given a long 
enough straight) and it becomes more enjoyable the more one drives it. 
 
Handling and ride 
The Tagora’s adoption of Peugeot – derived suspension and steering is a sure guarantee of a 
high level of ride comfort and a promise of excellent handling. Talbot have tuned the suspension 
towards a slightly tauter set up than Peugeot: the ride is fractionally firmer, but remains 
outstandingly comfortable at all times. Its is smooth and well damped, remaining stable and 
absorbing all but the severest bumps, yet retains enough feel of the road surface to pacify 
potentially queasy passengers. Road noise on our Goodyear-equipped car was almost non-
existent, and little noise was transmitted through the suspension. 
 
The Tagora’s precise, enjoyable handling is as much a tribute to its power steering as to its 
suspension; the steering is positive and ideally weighted; cornering is quick, precise and roll-free, 
making the big saloon feel more like an agile and sporting small car to drive.  
 
The Granada has much the same mechanical configuration and achieves almost as good a 
handling/ride compromise. Its power steering is higher geared but is too light for some tastes. 
Levels of roadholding are more modest, especially in the wet when the rear end can step out of 
line quite easily, and the ride is not quite up to Talbot standards.                              11 



 
On past Renault 20’s understeer was the rule of the day, but the TX’s superior grip on wide low 
profile Michelin TRX tyres allows it to turn very positively into tight bends, and despite the 
substantial body roll it will corner tighter and tighter, even under power, without the front wheels 
trying to run wide. One consequence of the wider tyres is an increase in road and suspension 
noise, though the slightly firmer ride remains very comfortable.  
 
The Rover has the firmest suspension and a live rear axle limits its ultimate ride comfort. Bumps 
and irregularities are felt more than in any except the Commodore, but it’s far from being a harsh 
car to ride in. 
 
The Opel’s ride feels initially smooth and luxurious, but soon betrays a marked susceptibility to 
smaller bumps such as white lines and manhole covers, which transmit an unwelcome amount of 
shock through the car. The suspension is basically quite soft, but inadequate damping allows 
uncomfortable wallowing when the Commodore is driven hard, and erratic rear-end behaviour on 
bumpy corners is a sure giveaway of the rigid rear axle. The powered recirculating ball steering is 
heavier than the others’ and lacks their precision. 
 
Verdict 
In an ideal world we would choose a car which combined the stylish looks and practicality of the 
Rover with the Tagora’s accommodation, suspension, steering and gearchange. The Renault’s 
engine and the Opel’s quality of construction would further enhance that hypothetical car. 
 
The verdict of our guest drivers is perhaps instructive here: those that favoured the Tagora 
disliked the Commodore, and the two who plumped for the Commodore were lukewarm about the 
Talbot.  
 
Our views closely echo those of the five guest drivers. The Tagora is in nearly all respects a 
better car than the Ford Granada – its principal rival. It is spacious, pleasant to drive and 
enjoyable to handle, and is remarkably refined for something of such humble origins. The poor 
ventilation is a drawback, but we would mainly take issue on a more subjective point – the styling. 
 
Nevertheless, the Tagora must be our choice if the buyer prefers the conventional three-box 
saloon car format; if the added versatility of the hatchback is desired, we would place the Rover 
slightly ahead in our order of preference. 
 
The 2300S is not as underpowered as might be expected, and providing one is not too tall, 
accommodation for four will be acceptable. It is enjoyable to drive and one soon begins to 
overlook the minor defects in its design and execution. 
 
The Renault 20TX is without doubt an improvement over the 20TS but it does not represent as 
much an improvement as the TS did over the original 20TL. It is good value for money and 
performs very well; the new dashboard is much better, and the TX is more comfortable than the 
Rover – its most direct rival here. But it is surprisingly unrefined in some respects, and the absurd 
folding rear seat arrangement is long overdue for replacement. We would expect the TX to appeal 
predominantly to the private motorist. 
 
Buyers will continue to buy the Ford Granada and the Opel Commodore for the same reasons 
they have always bought them: they are simple, well thought out cars which do their job efficiently 
and competently, but without any particular flair or interest. 
 
That added element of originality might just be the key factor which could swing a company’s 
entire car-buying policy in favour of Talbot; at last the Anglo-French firm have a more than 
competitive top model – attractive enough for directors to decide on an all-Talbot buying policy 
without themselves having to go to rival makes for a suitable executive car.                      12 
 



You Can’t Save Them All………………           Colin Hill  
 
Recently I rescued a scrap Samba…. It was too far 
gone but there were still some salvageable parts on it 
to pass on to other Samba owners. 

David Chapman received a call from the owner of a 
Samba local to me in Suffolk.  The owner used to rally 
it, but then hung up his keys and laid the car up in his 
garden for the last 10 years.  I arranged with the scrap 
yard I used to work for to go and collect the car with a 
driver.  The owner had moved it ready for pick up. 

Back at the yard I contacted a few Samba owners 
asking if they wanted any parts.  Oh yes…lots of bits… 
front and rear bumpers, windscreen, rear lights, 
steering wheel (wanted to fit to a Solara), rear fitting 
for tailgate strut, wheel brace and jack.  Also wanted  

 

 

 

 

 

were…plug spanner and fittings, headlights, bonnet, 
gear knob and seat head restraints but these were all 
past saving.  After a good few hours work, the car was 
now crushed and ready to be recycled. 

I had a lucky escape when I finally managed to get the 
doors open.  The passenger door fell off its hinges and 
mounting points but luckily my feet were out of the 
way.      As in the title…. You Can’t save Them All – but 
useful parts can be re-used.  
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A Suffolk Sunday…….                                    Colin Hill 
 
These photos are from an 
event that Robert 
Chinnery and I attended 
on 02/04/17.  My Solara 
Minx is next to an 
immaculate genuine 
original Morris Ital Post 
Office delivery van.  
Robert was there with his 
Samba Style, daughter 
Emma and the other love 
of his life, a Citroen GSA 
C-Matic.  It was a great 
day by the sea shore at 
Aldburgh.  There was lots 
of interest in our cars.  
We were amazed how 
many people had had our 
Talbots in the past.  Two 
had even had Tagoras.  
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Practical Classics Restoration NEC 31 March-2nd April…..  
 
The success of this show in previous years 
led to it being upgraded to a 3 day event 
this time.  

We were allocated a 10x10 metre stand 
and managed to get 6 cars from the range 
there.  They asked for ‘barn finds’ and 
Dick Husband came up with the goods in 
the shape of a 1954 Aronde 9 brought 
directly to the show from its resting place 
since 1962.  This early Aronde was 
accompanied by Daniel Husband’s late 
model P60 Aronde.  Kev Ward brought a 
real SIMCA rarity in the UK… one of just 
six RHD converted 1200S Bertone Coupes 
(a model that celebrates its 50th birthday 
this year).  SIMCA 1000 saloons were 
represented by two examples of the 
Rallye 2…. Phil Hart’s race prepared 
example and my 1975 roadgoing one.  The 
later cars were represented by Adrian 
Brannan’s orange Chrysler Horizon which 
he brought down from Scotland.   

Over the three days our cars caused 
massive interest.  The rusty black Aronde 
9 for its rarity and contrast with Daniel’s 
late,tidy, roadworthy model.  The two 
Rallye 2s in the same colour… Many said 
‘it’s rare enough to see just one!’.    Ade’s 
Horizon drew the crowds with its low 
wide stance on banded FIAT Mirafiori  
wheels…. A real hit with younger 
enthusiasts…!!   Kev’s 1200S coupe, the 
only one currently on UK roads, was 
admired by many as one of Bertone’s 
masterpieces.  A photographer from 
Classic Car Weekly described it as his ‘Car 
of the Show’.                                                     
I had planned to take my ex ‘youngtimer’ 
racing Rallye 2 but, I n the event we 
hadn’t enough transport on hand.  

15 

The MATRA Club were on the adjoining 
stand and displayed a Bagheera, Murena 
and a mint condition white Rancho with 
the ‘Smulders’ wheelchair carrying 
conversion to the rear end.  

A very successful show with lots to see.  
We spent most of the time talking 
SIMCAs, MATRAs and Talbots.  Visitors 
included a Welshman who had bought a 
Rallye 1 new from Angel Motors and spent 
a long time reminiscing with Dick 
Husband.  Others remembered running 
the early Arondes.   It’s fashionable 
among fans of the ‘blue oval’ to ridicule 
‘our cars’ as ‘rust buckets’.  A quick look 
round the ‘barn finds’ on some of the Ford 
stands verified what I already knew from 
past experience… their problem is as big if 
not worse than ours..!!              Thanks to 
all the members who supported us there.                              
Photos show our cars and those around 
the show……………….

Sunbeam Lotus ‘barn find’…. Well rusted and a 
more complete example..!! . 

 



Solara Road Test from ‘on the Road’ Marshall Cavendish part work……      pages 18 to 21 
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Practical Classics Restoration NEC 31 March-2nd April…..  
 

The car on high was apparently a lightweight 
replica, much to the relief of NEC H&S staff..!! 

Other rear engine cars are available…!!!

Impressive line up of Sunbeam Alpines and Tigers.  

Our stand in Hall 7 was in a block along with the 
Matra Club and The 2CV GB club.  Nearby were a 
few other French and Italian car clubs.  Much of 
the Hall was occupied by the numerous FORD 
clubs.   Kev and I used to run and race nothing 
else.. Anglias, Capris, Corsairs and even a Classic.  
We never really got into Escorts though… By then 
we’d ‘seen the light’ and have been into poissy’s 
offerings ever since.  Wish I’d still got some of the 
‘old school’  Ford parts though, seeing the inflated 
prices they are fetching now.            16                            

Kev’s first car was a Heinkel/Trojan bubble

Commercials too.. 
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Practical Classics Restoration NEC 31 March-2nd April…..  
 

Race FIAT X19……. R2 and Chrysler Horizon

Ford Classics and Capris…..

Mint Mk3 Cortina estate…..                           17 

Aronde early and late……..

Rover gas turbine……. 

 

 



From a 1965 Motor magazine, sent in by Guy Maylam.  Those of us who have worked on SIMCA 
1000s will realise that some of the well known problems had probably not yet surfaced back then, 
only a few years after launch.  £65 for a replacement engine then…….!!!!  
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Horizon models seen at Retromobile………………………..      Alexis Zaregradsky 
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Bagheera uncovered 

More photos from Kev Ward’s strip down of his Series 
1 MATRA-SIMCA Bagheera.  Under the low, sleek front 
end, the Bagheera uses the chassis legs and front 
crossmembers, steering and torsion bar suspension 
lifted straight from the SIMCA 1100.  This works well 
but, on some Bagheeras, without the regular dousing 
of oil from the 1100’s engine and box, Rust is a serious 
problem in the front structure. 

 

 

 

At the rear MATRA ditched the 1100’s cross over 
torsion bars in favour of their own arrangement 
anchored in the centre in front of the engine.      25 

 

 

 

 



Alexis Zaregradsky’s Horizon SX on its final journey…..  
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Alexis has now stripped his Horizon SX for parts 
to rebuild his accident damaged Horizon GLS.  
These photos show the final fate of the sections 
of the bodyshell with its journey to the metal 
recyclers.  He now hopes to re-use many of the 
useful saved parts in the rebuild. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                

 

 



Photos from Retromobile and Reims and the NEC ……. Alexis Zaregadsky & Mick Ward  
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Cars photographed by Alexis at those events in 
France… plus a more shots of our NEC  Restoration 
Show effort.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SIMCA people………. Let’s have photos of you with your car(s) for future issues 
 

                                                                    28 

Kev and Lesley Ward at the NEC with their 1200S coupe……    

  

                 
Dick and Daniel Husband and the buggy suggests another generation club member, Arthur, is around 
somewhere.  
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